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CABLE ASSEMBLIES

INDUSTRIAL POWER SOLUTIONS

SUPERIOR QUALITY
Industrial grade electrical cable
components
engineered to the
highest level of quality for reliability
and safety.

Walther Electric designs and builds cable assemblies and wiring harnesses from the most basic
cable to a complex and challenging design. We manufacture rugged cable assemblies with heavy
duty rectangular connectors, IEC, NEMA, CS, CAMLOK, or connector of your choice for industrial
power solutions.
Our power cable assemblies are 100% pretested and labeled for easy installation & accurate
tracking. Manufactured in a controlled environment, with industrial grade components, and
engineered to the highest level of quality for reliability and safety.

IEC ASSEMBLIES - We design & manufacture IEC60309 cable assemblies that meet your
specifications. “Pin & sleeve” connectors are used in high power applications up to 100
amps and ideal for areas that are subject to wet or damp environments and applications
where a “robust” connector is required. Walther is a market leader in manufacturing
IEC60309 pin & sleeve connectors and have the most comprehensive product offering in
the industry.
Industries: Food & Beverage Industry, Manufacturing plants, Ship Building ports,
Entertainment & Sporting events.

NEMA - Twist Lock power cords are very popular in multiple industries. The NEMA style
connector has a curved blade design that allows for a “twisting & locking” feature that
will guard against accidental disconnect from a power source.
Industries: Manufacturing plants, Entertainment & Theater, Commercial use.

CAMLOK - A single pole connector that delivers power from a “power source” such as a
generator to a load center or portable power distribution unit. This type of interconnect
is generally used when your requirement calls for more than 100 amps up to 400amps.
CAMLOKS are ideal in applications where “daisy chain” or series of portable power units
are connected to the main power source.
Industries: Entertainment industry or Special Events, Conventions, and Sporting Events.

Walther Electric is a UL Listed manufacturing facility. We perform a series
of tests on each and every power cable before it is shipped to the customer.
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Custom Cable Assemblies

Cable Quote Request Form - FAX TO: +1 (732) 537-9209 -or- EMAIL: custserv@waltherelectric.com

QUOTE REQUESTED BY

DATE:

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
PHONE
EMAIL

DEVICE TYPE

PLUG
(End 1)

CONNECTOR
(End 2)

AMPS

VOLT S

POLES/
WIRES

CABLE SIZE

(Gauge/Conduct)

LENGTH

IEC
NEMA
CAMLOK
OTHER

SKETCH

Number of Units

Requested Delivery Date
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Custom Cable Assemblies

Cable Quote Request Form - FAX TO: +1 (732) 537-9209 -or- EMAIL: custserv@waltherelectric.com

PLUG (END 1)

LENGTH:
CABLE TYPE
(Gauge/Conduct)

NO TAILS (NOTHING)
TAILS - OUTER JACKET STRIPPED
STRIPPED LENGTH:

PIN & SLEEVE

NEMA / OTHER

CONNECTOR (END 2)

OTHER REQUIREMENT S
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